Finding optimal geometries for noise barrier tops using scaled experiments.
Scaled acoustic laboratory experiments are used to develop a methodology for obtaining the acoustic characteristics of different barrier top designs and for identifying geometries that may have advantages over the traditional thin vertical screen. The idea is to use a short impulsive spherical sound pulse possessing a broad frequency spectrum. If the duration of the pulse is sufficiently short, the entire primary signal, which travels by the shortest direct route diffracting at the top of the barrier, arrives at the receiver much earlier than any secondary signals reflected from the surroundings. Secondary signals may therefore be ignored and only the information from the primary signal can be analyzed. When the typical frequency band of the sound pulse is about an order of magnitude higher than typical traffic noise spectra, then scaled acoustic modeling using the same scaling factor for lengths and distances is possible. The results of such experiments are reported here for barriers with six different geometries. Using spectral analysis, insertion losses as functions of frequency were calculated for different source-receiver positions and barrier tops. The results were then rescaled for full-size traffic barriers and, using a typical traffic noise spectrum, single number ratings of barrier performance were obtained.